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Abstract—Due to limited battery capacity of sensor nodes,
minimization of energy consumption is a potential research area
in Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs). However,
energy hole and coverage hole creation leads performance
degradation of UWSNs in terms of network lifetime and
throughput. In this work, we address the energy hole creation
issue in depth based routing techniques, and devise a technique
to overcome the deficiencies in existing techniques. Besides
addressing the energy hole issue, proposition of coverage hole
repair technique is also part of this research work. In areas of
dense deployment, sensing ranges of nodes redundantly overlap.
Our proposed technique takes benefit of redundant overlapping
and repairs coverage hole during network operation. Simulation
results show that our two techniques cohesively conserve nodes’
energy which ultimately maximizes the network lifetime and
throughput at the cost of increased delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Given the persistent and critical water resource chal-
lenges in [1], applications of information and communication
technologies can achieve water sustainability. In this regard,
UWSNs play an important role as these deploy underwater
sensors (nodes) to monitor the parameters of interest. The
sensed information is then sent to off-shore sink(s) where it is
interpreted to take proper actions; underwater communication
is carried via acoustic modems and communication above the
surface of water is carried via radio modems. In addition,
recent research has shown manifold interest in underwater
environment due to expanded application horizon including:
detection of underwater oilfield reservoirs, exploitation of
undersea minerals, providence of tsunami warnings, monitor-
ship of undersea deployed expensive equipments, mine recon-
naissance, [2], etc.

Irrespective of the application, nodes are exposed to harsh
underwater environment that pose many challenges subject to
long term operation of nodes. In UWSNs, the radio signals
undergo rapid attenuation and high absorption rate. More
specifically, the radio signals propagate in seawater only in
extra low frequency range (i.e., 30 − 300 Hz). However, this
range requires high transmit power and large antennae. For
example, the reported transmission range of Berkeley Mica 2
Motes is 120 cm at 433 MHz [3]. Data transmission or/and
reception is thus not feasible via these signals. As an alterna-
tive, acoustic signals are typically used in such environments

due to relatively low absorption rate. However, the acoustic
signals have featured low bandwidth and relatively high end-
to-end delay as underwater sensor nodes are sparsely deployed.
The acoustic channel is highly impaired due to multi path and
fading. Thus, high bit error rates are experienced. Furthermore,
the underwater sensors are prone to failures due to fouling and
corrosion. All these characteristics make the UWSN routing
task very difficult. In addition, the UWSNs have highly dy-
namic topology that requires regular and frequent information
exchange between network entities (nodes) if proper network
operations are desired. However, these frequent and regular up-
dates lead to significant routing overhead. Energy constrained
nature of the nodes further demand for network lifetime
maximization. Thus, network lifetime maximization, reliability
improvement, efficient data gathering, and end-to-end delay
minimization are always among the desired objectives when
routing protocols are designed for UWSNs [4]-[5].

In [6], authors identify three subsystems in an underwater
sensor; (i) sensing subsystem, (ii) processing subsystem and
(iii) wireless communication subsystem. The first subsystem is
used to acquire data, the second subsystem is used to process
data and the third subsystem is used for communicating data.
According to [7], these sensors perform collaborative monitor-
ing tasks that involve high degree inter-sensor communications
which lead to their high energy consumption cost. Authors in
[8] point out the highly dynamic network topology of UWSNs
which requires frequent exchange of messages (high overhead)
among the sensor nodes for proper network functioning. Being
small in size, the underwater sensors operate on tiny batteries
(limited energy resource) to perform collaborative tasks [9].
Since most of the UWSN applications require large number of
deployed sensors in harsh and highly unpredictable underwater
environment, either infeasibility or almost impossibility to re-
place or recharge the batteries of these sensors further demand
for network lifetime prolongation [7], [8]. Thus, improvement
of energy efficiency is a potential research area in UWSNs
because limited energy source of nodes is one of the major
constraints in the long term operation of UWSNs. Therefore,
intelligent and efficient utilization of energy is needed not
only to prolong network lifetime but also to avoid creation of
energy holes and coverage holes. In this regard, among other
techniques of energy conservation, energy efficient routing
plays an important role in conserving nodes’ energy. In most
of the underwater routing techniques, data packets travel from
bottom to top in multi hop fashion. Sink nodes normally float
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on water surface. Therefore, nodes near sink are engaged in
heavy relaying of data which leads to the creation of energy
hole and coverage hole. Another consequence of energy hole
is network partitioning which ultimately leads to collapse of
the entire network [10].

Coverage hole is the phenomenon which arises due to en-
ergy hole or regular death of a node. The area where coverage
hole is created becomes un-sensed. In random deployment of
nodes, it is also caused by uneven distribution of nodes in the
network field. Because random deployment of nodes causes
few areas of network to be more populated while leaving other
areas less populated such that less populated network areas
are more prone to coverage holes. In literature, many UWSN
coverage hole repair techniques exist [11]-[12]. However, to
our knowledge only [13] contributes regarding coverage hole
avoidance at the time of deployment. Moreover, coverage
repair process during network operation is not yet investigated
in UWSNs. In this research work, which is extended form
of our previous work in [14], we propose a coverage hole
repair technique for UWSNs. Initially, we analyse depth based
routing which enables us to identify the spots where most
of the energy is consumed. Then, we propose a technique
to balance the energy consumption of nodes. Our proposed
technique not only identifies redundant coverage areas but
also fills the hole area by moving nodes from redundant
coverage areas to the hole area. Subject to evaluation of our
proposed work, we conduct simulations and results justify its
effectiveness in terms of the selected performance metrics.
Thus, towards energy efficiency in UWSNs, our contribution
will benefice the research community.

Rest of the paper is organised as: section II deals with
related work and motivation, section III contains brief descrip-
tion of our proposed work, section IV calculates the coverage
area and section V discusses the simulation results, finally
conclusion and future work are given in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

In [15], authors propose Depth Based Routing (DBR)
technique for UWSNs. In order to send the sensed data packet
towards sink, DBR uses an upward greedy approach. Nodes in
the bottom of ocean sense data and nodes in the ocean columns
act as forwarders. Each forwarder node maintains a list of
neighbouring forwarder nodes which are at relatively lower
depth and lie within a the threshold range. After receiving
the data packet, forwarder nodes calculate Holding time (Ht)
and then broadcast data packet to the next forwarder node.
This process continues until data packet reaches the sink. DBR
achieves high throughput, however, at the cost of high energy
consumption, especially, dense areas lead to surplus energy
consumption.

In order to improve the deficiencies of DBR, A. Wahid
et al. introduce Energy Efficient Depth Based Routing
(EEDBR) [16]. In this technique, authors introduce Residual
Energy (RE) factor for calculation of Ht. Due to the introduc-
tion of this factor, nodes with higher RE gain the priority of
forwarding data. This technique balances the overall energy
consumption in the network up to some extent. However,
EEDBR achieves this goal at the cost of frequent knowledge
sharing among nodes. Because RE of the nodes is continuously

changing during network operation and if it is not timely
updated then nodes may choose infeasible forwarders.

In [5], Vector Based Forwarding (VBF) is proposed. In
VBF, a predefined path is established from source to sink in
upward direction. Nodes in this path are the only eligible ones
to forward the data packet. This method controls flooding in
the network. However, in sparse network conditions, VBF’s
performance degrades due to unavailability of nodes along
the predefined path which leads to high packet drop rate.
Moreover, nodes’ energy consumption is not uniform that may
lead to early death of nodes along the path which can create
a coverage hole or path breakage until its re-establishment.

M. Ayaz et al. propose Hop-by-hop Dynamic Addressing
Based (H2-DAB) routing protocol [17] for UWSNs. In this
protocol, sink assigns hop IDs to all nodes. Nodes near sink
get smaller ID and nodes away from sink get larger IDs. This
is also a kind of depth information, that is node near sink
have low depth and nodes away from sink have high depth
value. However, data packet is always forwarded from higher
ID nodes to lower ID nodes. Energy hole problem may arise
here as lower ID nodes are near sink. Therefore, these are
burdened with relaying load and their energy depletes at a
relatively faster rate.

In [11], authors provide a technique for coverage hole
repair of nodes on the basis of fuzzy logic. In the network
field, mobile nodes are introduced during deployment phase.
Whenever a node dies, mobile nodes locate dead node and
decide which mobile node has to move to fill the hole.
Performance of this protocol is satisfactory in low death rate
of nodes, however, its performance degrades as the death rate
of nodes increases because it becomes difficult for the limited
number of mobile nodes to cover all these holes. This protocol
focuses on hole repair for two dimensional deployment of
nodes only.

HORA: A Distributed Coverage Hole Repair Algorithm
for WSNs [12] assumes built in mobility feature in all nodes.
When network starts operation, all nodes record neighbour
information regarding overlapping of sensing ranges. When-
ever, a node dies, neighbouring nodes move to fill the hole.
The distributed algorithm decides which node has the highest
priority to move first. HORA ensures no new coverage hole
creation as a node moves to fill the existing coverage hole.
Moreover, this work presents a two dimensional mathematical
model for sensing disk overlapping of nodes.

In this paper, we are motivated from EEDBR [16] and
HORA [12], and focus at their improvement in the following
aspects.

• In EEDBR, frequent execution of Knowledge Acquisi-
tion Phase (KAP) consumes surplus energy. However,
updating knowledge of nodes, on the basis of which
nodes select next forwarder, is necessary. Therefore,
KAP has to be frequently executed. However, KAP
execution frequency setting leads to a trade-off be-
tween energy consumption and information update.
We aim to minimize the energy consumption cost
while keeping the nodes updated.

• In EEDBR, nodes use static transmission power level
as per maximum transmission power level. As a con-
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sequence, nodes waste energy incase of near transmis-
sions. Thus, we aim at adaptive power control.

• In random deployment of nodes, uniform distribution
of node density in the network field can not be guar-
anteed. Some places of the network field have high
node density and vice versa. In energy constrained
networks, node death is a regular phenomenon due to
which coverage holes are created. Therefore, taking
benefit of high node density, we introduce a hole
repair mechanism. In this regard, we are motivated
from hole repair technique presented in [12], where,
authors presented energy hole detection and repair
technique. Initially, they find overlapping of sensing
discs and then filled the coverage hole by minimizing
overlapping of sensing discs. However, in reality sens-
ing area of a sensor is three dimensional. We transform
the terrestrial sensing disc problem (two dimensional)
into underwater spherical volume problem (three di-
mensional) and then provide a solution to fill the
coverage hole(s). Since radio waves are not practical
in underwater environment, we have replaced these
with acoustic waves. For location information, we use
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) as location
finder [14], and use MoteTrack location identification
scheme [15].

We are also motivated to address the following challenges
among the mentioned ones in Section I.

• Network lifetime maximization or energy efficiency
improvement: To maximize the energy efficiency of
the network, our techniques routing is based on resid-
ual energy information of the nodes. Nodes need
frequent update of routing information which leads to
significant routing overhead. In order to reduce routing
overhead, we used pic a back technique. With the help
of this technique routing information is dynamically
updated.

• Packet loss minimization and multi-path fading avoid-
ance: Due to broadcast nature, wireless transmission
is received by multiple in range nodes. If these nodes
transmit at the same time, the intended destination
is subject to high packet loss. SHORT implements
holding time to overcome this issue. Moreover, this
technique also avoids fading due to multi paths.

Moreover, the mentioned challenges are considered in the
channel modeling. The channel model has a direct impact on
nodes residual energy (based on which dead/alive nodes are
calculated) and throughput. The proposed SHORT takes into
account dead/alive nodes for repairing coverage holes which
are created due to energy holes.

III. SHORT: SPHERICAL HOLE REPAIR TECHNIQUE

Let the nodes are randomly deployed in a three dimensional
underwater network area. In order to restrict the movement of
nodes due to ocean currents these are anchored with wires and
a floating mechanism [18] as shown in fig. 1. Variable length
of wire with each node represents depth of a node. The longer
the length of wire is, the shorter the depth of the node will
be and vice versa. Sensor nodes (nodes) are assumed to sense

Sensor Node

Sink Node

Fig. 1. UWSN: deployment of sensor nodes and sink nodes

underwater environmental data and transmit the sensed data to
the sink nodes (sinks). We assume that all nodes are capable
of acting as forwarders. These nodes are equipped with multi-
power acoustic modems [19]. Thus, the nodes adjust their
transmit power levels according to the location of intended next
hop node. Sinks float on the surface of water and communicate
with nodes and off-shore monitoring station via acoustic and
radio modems, respectively. We assume that packet received
at sink is delivered to monitoring station. The network model
under discussion is assumed to be homogeneous in terms of
initial energy and communication capabilities of all nodes.

Prior to the discussion of the proposed protocol operations,
the underwater channel model needs to be discussed. Different
factors affects sound propagation in sea [3]. As the sound
travels from transmitter to receiver its intensity is reduced
due to transmission loss. If Si is the source intensity, SL
is the source level and TL is the transmission loss then
Si = SL − TL. SONAR equation considers source level,
sound spreading, absorption, reflection losses, ambient noise
and receiver characteristics to calculate Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR). Therefore, SNR = SL−TL−NL. In the considered
model, the losses due spreading, absorption and aggregate
noise are calculated for acoustic channels. The total attenuation
majorally depends on spreading and absorption losses. To
calculate spreading loss, we use the model presented in [20].
Similarly, we use Thorp’s model [21] to calculate absorption
loss. According to Thorp’s model, the absorption loss a(.) for
a given frequency f is calculated as follows:

10log a(f) =











0.11f2

1+f2 + 44f2

4100+f
+ 286f2

+0.003 if f≥ 0.4

0.002 + 0.11 f
1+f

+ 0.011f if f < 0.4

(1)

In (1), a(.) is measured in dB/km and f is measured in kHz.
If A(l, f) denotes the total attenuation due to spreading and
absorption then,

10log(l, f) = k × 10log(l) + l× 10log(a(f)) (2)

where k denotes the spreading coefficient; k = 1 for
cylindrical spreading, k = 1.5 for practical spreading, and
k = 2 for spherical spreading [22]. In (III), the first term
is spreading loss and the second term is absorption loss.
To calculate the total ambient noise, four noise components
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are considered; shipping noise Nshipping , thermal Nthermal,
turbulence Nturbulence, and wind Nwind. We use the formula
given in [3] to calculate the power spectral density of the four
mentioned noise components as follows,

N(f) = Nshipping(f)+Nthermal(f)+Nturbulence(f)+Nwind(f)
(3)

where 10log(Nshipping(f)) = 40 + 20(s − 0.5) +
20log(f) − 60log(f + 0.03), 10log(Nshipping(f)) =
20log(f)− 15, 10log(Nturbulence(f)) = 17 − 30log(f), and
10log(Nwind(f)) = 50+7.5w0.5+20log(f)−40log(f+0.4).

We transform the terrestrial sensing disc problem (two
dimensional) into underwater spherical volume problem (three
dimensional) and then provided a solution to fill the coverage
hole(s). By terrestrial sensing disc to underwater sensing
sphere transformation, we not only mean geometric transfor-
mation but also channel transformation. This transformation
is not just about replacing radio waves with acoustic waves,
rather it takes into account the unique characteristics of under-
water environment as discussed in the channel model.

Soon after node deployment, SHORT operation starts,
which has the following three phases.

• Knowledge Sharing Phase (KSP)

• Network Operation Phase (NOP)

• Hole Repair Phase (HRP)

A. KSP

After deployment of nodes, KSP starts immediately. In
this phase, each node shares depth, Residual Energy (RE)
and location information through broadcast of hello packet.
As common GPS does not work in underwater, buoy nodes
based underwater GPS systems like PARADIGM [23] and
GIB [24] have been proposed. Typically, the underwater GPS
systems rely on buoy nodes at the surface of water to give
absolute location; the buoy nodes act like satellites of common
GPS. Nodes that lie with the communication range of buoy
nodes are capable to estimate their distances to three nodes (at
minimum). However, for large-scale UWSNs, the nodes are
unable to get their absolute locations from the underwater GPS
due to two reasons. Firstly, high cost hardware requirement
hinders their deployment in practical underwater environments.
Secondly, the surface buoy nodes must ensure that all the
other nodes successfully receive their messages that requires
large amount of transmit power. This requirement shortens
the lifetime of buoy nodes as these are mostly powered by
batteries. Besides the underwater GPS, authors in [23],[25]
propose localization based protocols for underwater environ-
ment. However, these are not suitable for large-scale UWSNs
due to direct communication requirement with the buoy nodes.
In order to overcome the aforementioned deficiencies, we use
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) as location finder
[26], and use MoteTrack location identification scheme [27].
As for as mobility of nodes is concerned, we have only
assumed vibrational motion because the nodes are anchored.
Once identified, node’s location can only be changed through
HRP of SHORT.

Each node maintains two types of lists about its neigh-
bouring nodes. The first list contains node IDs which are at

lower depth from itself and within the Dth which is a system
parameter and depends on transmission radius (R). Moreover,
Dth is always less than R and increases as R increases. Nodes
use information of this list for data forwarding. Node embeds
IDs of this list in the data packet and then broadcast the data
packet. Receiver nodes with matching IDs accept the data
packet and all others discard it. During NOP, each node updates
this list on receiving updated RE status through data packet.
Dead nodes are discarded from this list time to time during the
updates. The second list contains node IDs which are within
sensing radius (r) of the node. This list is used to identify the
status of the node as Cross Triangle (CT) node, Hidden Cross
Triangle (HCT) node and Non Cross Triangle (NCT) node.
Detailed discussion about how a node gain status of CT, HCT
or NCT is given in section III-C.

In order to conserve network’s energy, execution frequency
of KSP is restricted. Initially, KSP is executed at network
start-up, and it is then periodically executed prior to HRP. As
SHORT data forwarding mechanism is based on node’s RE and
depth information, each node needs their regular updates. To
fulfill this updating requirement, we use pick a back technique.
In this technique, RE information is embedded within the
data packet. In this way, the receiving nodes are updated
within these information whenever a node broadcasts. Frequent
execution of KSP means knowledge updation at a faster rate,
however, at the cost of high energy consumption. Thus, there
is a trade-off between execution frequency of KSP and energy
consumption of nodes.

B. NOP

Completion of KSP triggers the start of NOP. In this phase,
data packet is forwarded from source node to destination node
that may or may not involve intermediate nodes. If the next hop
node is sink, then the packet has reached its destination. If the
next hop node is not sink, then the following three operations
are performed.

• Data aggregation: As SHORT also handles column
sensing applications all nodes except bottom nodes
can perform forwarding task(s). The forwarding nodes
transmits aggregated received data from other nodes
and its own data to the next node.

• Holding time calculation: Each node transmits the
received packet after waiting for the calculated Ht to
expire. Where, each receiving node calculate its Ht

with the help of following metric [16].

Ht = (1 −
Ce

Ie × d
)×MaxHt

+ p, (4)

where Ce is its current energy, Ie is its initial energy,
MaxHt

is the maximum holding time which is a
system parameter, d is depth of the node and p is
the priority factor. The factor p uniquely identifies
Ht among nodes and is the sequence numbers of
forwarder nodes in which forwarder node IDs are
stored. Ht is never same for two nodes of same depth
and same RE. Nodes with lower depth and higher RE
have smaller Ht.

• Data forwarding: On receiving data packet(s), the
receiver node embeds IDs of all its neighbouring nodes
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in the data packet, performs data aggregation and
calculates holding time according to eqn. 4. After
elapsing Ht or MaxHt

, the receiver node transmits the
data packet. Ht mechanism is also used to suppress re-
transmission of same data packet. When a data packet
with same ID is received by more than one nodes then
after calculation of Ht, node with less Ht broadcasts
the data packet and nodes with large Ht hears the data
packet with same ID that these nodes already possess.
In this way, these nodes suppress retransmission of
same packet and thus conserve energy.

C. HRP

In order to maximize the lifetime of UWSN, it is necessary
to maintain connectivity between nodes. As in depth based
routing techniques, data packet travels from bottom to top, the
death of a node in an established path of traffic flow not only
creates hindrance in flow but also creates coverage hole (the
area becomes un sensed). Our proposal determines that how
this hole can be filled by moving neighbouring node(s).

When the energy level of a node reaches lower threshold,
it announces its death status and stops working. All the
neighbouring nodes become aware of the death announcement
and start flooding this message throughout the network. In
this way, HRP is activated. In KSP, each node records list of
neighbours within r. Each node processes this list and declares
itself as CT, HCT or NCT node. In the following sections, we
present mathematical formulation of these processing steps.

1) Mathematical Formulation: Due to random deployment
in UWSNs, nodes are densely deployed in few regions of the
target area and sparsely in others. Nodes death is obvious dur-
ing network operation due to many reasons. For example, due
to energy hole or due to exhaustion of the battery. Irrespective
of the reason, coverage hole is created. SHORT fills this hole
by moving nodes from densely populated region(s). Let us
consider a node N, r of N is represented as the spherical region
S as shown in fig. 2. The relation between r and R is given
by eqn. 5.

r =
1

2
R (5)

Following are the definitions of few terms which are used in
this research work [12].

Fig. 2. Spherical region induced by sensing range of a sensor node

Surrounding Nodes: Let us consider few nodes with
overlapped sensing ranges as shown in fig. 3. If Ni, ∀i =

a b

Fig. 3. Surrounding nodes

1, 2, 3, ...,m are one-hop neighbours of Nj , ∀j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n
and i 6= j then the distance between j and i is given by;
0 < dj,i < 2r. If Aj is the surface area of Sj then SUMAj

is
the sum of surface areas induced by Nj and all its neighbours
Ni, as shown in fig. 3(b) and is given by following equation.

SUMAj
= (Aj +

m
∑

i=1

Ai)− (Aj

m
⋂

i=1

Ai) (6)

such that Aj ∩

m
∑

i=1

Ai 6= Aj ,

and Aj = 4πr2

As shown in fig. 3(b) if N6 dies, a coverage hole is created.
All nodes intersecting coverage hole are known as surrounding
nodes of this hole, therefore, N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5 become
surrounding nodes.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of O-cover and inclosing points (b) Spherical
intersection

O-cover: In an intersection of two or more nodes, O-
cover is the number of nodes that participate in the common
overlapping area. However, if a node is overlaps with other
nodes in different directions then it has more than one values
of O-cover. For example in fig. 4, S1 intersects with S2, S3
and S4. Therefore, O-cover value of S1 with S2 is 2 and with
S2 and S3 is 3. Similarly, O-cover value of S1 with S2, S3
and S4 is 4. Thus, O-cover(S1) contains the following list of
values:

O − cover(S1) = [2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4] (7)
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m-max: Maximum value in the list of O-cover of a sphere.
For example, m-max(S1) is given by eqn. 8.

m−max(S1) = 4 (8)

Enclosing Points of a Node: Intersection of two spheres
results in a circle as shown in fig. 4(b). Intersection of S1 and
S2 results in a circle C1,2. Similarly, intersection of S1, S3 and
S1, S4 results in circles C1,3 and C1,4, respectively as shown in
fig. 4(a). The intersection points of these circles on the surface
of S are known as enclosing points of S. Therefore, intersecting
points P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 in fig. 4(a) are enclosing points
of S1.

Cross Triangle (CT) Nodes: We consider the connectivity
between nodes as a graph such that a node represents Vertex
(V) of the graph and link between two nodes represents an
Edge (E) of the graph. Order of the graph is the number of
Vs in that graph. The graph, as a result of random deployment
of nodes, represents a connected graph. However, few nodes
of them are strongly connected; CT nodes represent strongly
connected graph of order more than or equal to 4 and m −
max(CT ) ≥ 4. Another property of CT nodes is that their
connectivity in terms of graph represents two cross triangles
as shown in fig. 5(a), nodes N1, N2, N3, and N4 are therefore
CT nodes.

a b

Fig. 5. CSOR of nodes: (a) CT nodes (b) HCT nodes

Hidden Cross Triangle (HCT) Nodes: HCT nodes also
represent strongly connected graph of order more than or equal
to 4, however, at least three nodes of them must be linearly
connected. Their connectivity represents two adjacent right
triangles as shown in fig. 5(b), nodes N2, N3, N4 are collinear
therefore, N1, N2, N3 and N4 are HCT nodes.

Non Cross Triangle (NCT) Nodes: All nodes, except CT
and HCT are NCT nodes.

Common Spherical Overlapping Region (CSOR): The
common overlapping region of CT, HCT, or NCT nodes is
defined as: CSOR = {g|g ∈ Sj ∩ Si, where Sj and Si ǫ S, j
6= i}. Fig. 5(a) shows CSOR of nodes N1, N2, N3, and N4.

Mobile Node: The node which moves to fill the coverage
hole is known as mobile node. A mobile node could be a CT,
HCT, or NCT node, however, CT and HCT nodes have highest
priority to become mobile node.

From the above definitions, we conclude that CT or HCT
node is a strong candidate for mobility. Because these nodes
cover redundant area and their movement do not create any

new coverage hole. Therefore, now we establish a relation
between number of CT or HCT nodes and their overlapping
areas.

Corollary 1: m-max(CT—HCT) ≥ 4
Proof: Let us consider two connected nodes N1 and N2
such that S1 ∩ S2 6= φ and 0 < d1,2 < 2r. As shown in
fig. 5, nodes are co-linear however, not CT or HCT nodes
because m-max(S1|S2) ¡ 4. By method of induction, let us
introduce another node N3 between N1 and N2, such that
0 < d1,2 < 2r, 0 < d1,3 < 2r, 0 < d2,3 < 2r. From fig. 5,
it is clear that nodes’ connectivity forms a triangle, however,
m-max(S1—S2—S3) ¡ 4. Therefore, by definition these are
not CT or HCT nodes. Using method of induction again and
introducing a new node N4 between N1, N2 and N3 such that
0 < d1,2 < 2r, 0 < d1,3 < 2r, 0 < d1,4 < 2r, 0 < d2,3,
0 < d2,4 < 2r, and 0 < d3,4 < 2r. This figure shows that S1,
S2, S3, S4 share same CSOR and their m-max = 4. Moreover,
connectivity of all these nodes represents two cross triangles.
Hence proved that m-max value of CT or HCT nodes must
be ≥ 4.

2) Selection of Mobile Node: Before going to decide selec-
tion of mobile node, each node is considered as candidate node.
Each candidate node observes the following two constraints
prior to become a mobile node.

• A node which is going to be mobile must not lose its
existing connectivity.

0 < dci,js < 2r, i 6= j (9)

where ci is the candidate node and js are its adjacent
nodes.

• Mobility of candidate node must not create any cov-
erage hole.

All candidate nodes collect the following information about
their one-hop surrounding nodes.
α: Cardinality of set of one-hop adjacent nodes with the
following two conditions:
(a) Node(s) must not be part of the same CSOR with candidate
mobile node.
(b) Node(s) must be a CT or HCT node.
If both a and b are true then α = x, else α = 0.

β: Cardinality of set of NCT nodes which are one-hop
adjacent with candidate node with the following conditions:
If the candidate node is not a surrounding node then β = x,
else β = 0.

γ: Number of NCT nodes of candidate node provided:
If the number of NCT nodes ≥ 1 then γ = 1, else γ = 0.

ρ : Number of intersection points within or on the surface
of the spherical region induced by the candidate node. Value
of ρ for N1 in fig. 4 is 5 because there are 5 intersection points
on the spherical region induced by N1.

With the help of α, β, γ, and ρ, we can identify the
neighbour distribution of a candidate node. After collecting
these information each node calculates its own Cval by using
the following formula:

Cval =

{

β − α− ρ : β > γ or γ = 0
γ − α− ρ
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Node(s) with highest Cval is(are) selected as mobile node(s),
however, more than one candidate nodes further decide on the
basis of shortest distance from the hole location.

3) Selection of Assistant Node: Each mobile node has to
decide with which adjacent node it has to reduce overlapping.
The node, which mobile node selects to reduce overlapping
is known as assistant node. Selection of assistant node helps
in finding the amount of distance to move for mobile node.
As mobile node knows the locations of all its surrounding
nodes, therefore, it calculates angle (θ) formed with each one-
hop adjacent neighbouring node with the help of hole location.
Mobile node selects node with maximum value of (θ) as its
assistant node. For example in fig. 6, if N4 is the mobile node
and N6 is the hole location. N4 measures value of θ with N1,
N2, N3, and N5.

Fig. 6. Selection of assistant node

Consider △ N5N6N4 to find the 6 Θ. Sides of this triangle
are a, b, and c. Using law of cosine the 6 Θ can be find out
from the following equation.

Θ = arccos(
b2 + c2 − a2

2bc
) (10)

If there are i one-hop neighbours then 6 Assistant Node =
max(Θi). In this case N1 forms maximum angle with N4,
therefore, N1 is selected as the assistant node of N4.

4) Distance and Direction of Mobile Node to Move:
Mobile node could be CT, HCT, or NCT node. In this section,
we discuss these individually.
Case 1: Mobile node is a CT or HCT node
CT or HCT node calculates overlapping area with its assistant
nodes. In order to avoid creation of new coverage hole due
to mobility, mobile node can only move till the overlapping
distance. Consider nodes N1, N4, and N6 in fig. 6. Where N6 is
the hole location, N4 is the mobile node and N1 is the assistant
node of N4. Let position coordinates of N4 are (0,0,0) and of
node N1 are (d,0,0). We calculate the overlapping distance
between N4 and N1 in the following way.

x2 + y2 + z2 = r2 (11)

(x− d)2 + y2 + z2 = r2 (12)

Solving eqns. 11 and 12 for x we get,

x =
1

2
d (13)

Placing the value of x in eqn. 11 and solving we get,

y2 + z2 =
1

2

√

4r2 − d2 (14)

Eqn. 14 is the equation of circle with radius (a) as shown in
fig. 7.

a =
1

2

√

4r2 − d2 (15)

Intersection of two spheres always result in a lens shaped

Fig. 7. Overlapping distance of sensing ranges of two nodes

region as shown in fig. 7. The hight (radius) of this lens is
calculated in eqn. 15. Now we calculate the width of this
lens. This problem is now similar to circle circle intersection.
Consider the right triangle BEC, by using pythagorean theorem
we can find (d) as follows.

d2

4
=

a2

4
+ r2 (16)

d =
1

2

√

4a2 + r2 (17)

With the help of eqn. 17, we find how much a node can move.
If the co-ordinates of mobile node are M(x1, y1, z1) and the
co-ordinates of dead node are H(x2, y2, z2), then algorithm
1 finds the co-ordinates of new location for mobile node to
move.

Case 2: Mobile node is a NCT node
If more than one NCT nodes are surrounding nodes, then node
with highest O-max value moves first. It finds its assistant node
with the help of eqn. 10 and using algorithm 1 calculates its
new location co-ordinates. After completion of its mobility,
next NCT surrounding node with second highest value of
O-max starts its movement in the similar way. This process
continues until all surrounding NCT nodes complete their
movement to fill the hole.

Case 3: Cascading mobility of CT/HCT and NCT nodes
Prior to their movement, the NCT nodes broadcast an invitation
message to CT/HCT nodes in their vicinity to move first, thus
take the benefit of their overlapping. A CT/HCT node when
hears an invitation message, it first checks its qualification for
movement then the CT/HCT node moves as in CASE 1. NCT
node then calculates its overlapping distance with neighbouring
CT/HCT node according to eqn. 17 and finds co-ordinates of
new location using algorithm 1.
If NCT node does not find any neighbouring CT/HCT node
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Algorithm 1 Find coordinates of new location

INITIALIZATIONS
dist-to-move = d
SP(x1, y1, z1) //Start Point Co-ordinates
PP(xp, yp, zp) = SP //Previous Point Co-ordinates
HP(x2, y2, z2) //Hole Point Co-ordinates
LP(xl, yl, zl) = HP //Last Point Co-ordinates
PointFound = FALSE
mid-point(xm = (x1+x2)

2 , ym = (y1+y2)
2 , zm = (z1+z2)

2 )

new-dist =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2

END INITIALIZATIONS
while(NOT PointFound)
if (new-dist == dist-to-move) then

PointFound = TRUE
RETURN mid-point

else
if (new-dist > dist-to-move) then

LP = mid-point

mid-point(xm =
(xm+xp)

2 , ym =
(ym+yp)

2 , zm =
(zm+zp)

2 )
else

PP = mid-point

mid-point(xm = (xm+xl)
2 , ym = (ym+yl)

2 , zm =
(zm+zl)

2 )
end if

end if
new-dist =

√

(xm − x1)2 + (ym − y1)2 + (zm − z1)2

end while

then first it finds its assistant node and then moves in the
direction of hole using algorithm 1.

It is worth mentioning here that our proposed scheme will
cause relatively higher delay as it involves relatively more
calculations. However, we focus on the improvement of energy
efficiency and throughput. Thus, we achieve our objectives at
the cost of increased delay.

IV. COVERAGE VOLUME CALCULATION

Either a node moves to fill the detected energy hole or a
node does not move to fill the energy hole (due to infeasible
conditions). In both cases, the coverage volume is affected and
needs to be calculated or re-calculated. It is worth mentioning
here that spheres are drawn as circles in fig. 8 and fig. 9 only
for the sake of simplicity in drawing.

Let Vi be the coverage volume of ith node such that the
total coverage volume of two overlapping spheres (refer fig.
8) is given by the following equation.

Cov2 = V1/V2 + V2/V1 +M(V1, V2) (18)

where, M(V1, V2) denotes the mutual region between V1 and
V2 (i.e., M(V1, V2) = V1

⋂

V2), V1/V2 denotes part of V1 that
exclude V2 (i.e., V1/V2 = V1−M(V1, V2)), and V1/V2 is part
of V1 that exclude V2. Similarly, the coverage volume of three
overlapping spheres (refer fig. 9) is calculated as follows.

Cov3 = Cov2 + V3/(V1, V2) (19)

where V3/(V1, V2) is part of V3 that exclude V1 and
V2, i.e., V3/(V1, V2) = V3 − {M(V3, V1) + M(V3, V2) −

Fig. 8. Coverage overlapping due to two nodes

Fig. 9. Coverage overlapping due to three nodes

M(V3,M(V1, V2))}. If a 4th node is added to the network,
then the total coverage volume is calculated by the following
equation,

Cov4 = Cov3 + V4/(V1, V2, V3) (20)

However, random node deployment further complicates the
solution because the newly added node’s coverage volume may
overlap with one, more than one or none of the coverage
volumes due to existing nodes. Thus, to account for this
situation, we introduce connectivity parameter between node i
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and node j as follows.

k(i,j) =

{

1, if M(i, j) > 0
0, if M(i, j) = 0

This formulation leads us to a generalization that whenever
a node is added to the network, only its non-overlapping
coverage volume is added to the existing coverage volume.
Therefore, the total coverage volume due to n randomly
deployed nodes is calculated by the following generalized
piece-wise equation.

Covi =











V1, if i = 1
V1/V2 + V2/V1 +M(V1, V2), if i = 2
V1/V2 + V2/V1 +M(V1, V2)+
∑

i Vi/(k(i,1)V1, ..., k(i,i−1)Vi−1), if i > 2

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our simulation setup, nodes are randomly deployed in
100m × 100m × 100m network volume. Subject to different
scenarios, varying number of nodes (that ranges from 200 to
700) are deployed. Transmission range of a node is assumed
to be double of its sensing range. Five sinks are deployed with
even space between them. Nodes are deployed with anchors
and floating mechanism. Initially, all nodes are energised
with homogenous resources. Nodes are equipped with acoustic
modems. Depending upon the nature of application different
acoustic modems can be used having different characteristics.
However, all acoustic modems possesses characteristics of
transmission range, transmission power levels, and lifetime of
the battery. From application and energy consumption perspec-
tive it, is important to know that how much energy a modem
consumes in transmit, receive and idle mode. Therefore, the
model of the modem we used in our simulation consumes
2.5mW power in standby mode, 5-285mW power in in listening
mode and 1.1mW power in receive mode. For transmission
it has three different ranges: 250m, 500m and 100m. For
these ranges it consumes power as 5.5W, 8W, and 18W,
respectively. As each node is capable of transmitting over
multiple transmission ranges therefore, in simulation setup,
we assumed transmission ranges as; 75m, 50m and 25m.
Parameters of the Physical and MAC layers are kept same as
in [16]. Subject to throughput calculation, we use the packet
drop model presented in [28]. In order to evaluate our proposed
work, we use two metrics; alive nodes, and throughput. We run
our simulations five times and average results are plotted.

In our technique, CT and HCT nodes have direct relation
with node density. Fig. 10 shows that are deployed with
varying densities of 200 to 700. We have assumed 35m, 45m
and 55m sensing ranges. The result shows that as node density
increases number of CT/HCT nodes increases. The combined
effect of longer sensing range and higher node density produce
large number of these nodes.

Similarly, results in fig. 11 show that dense deployment of
nodes and long sensing range create relatively high overlap-
ping. It implies that overlapping of nodes is directly propor-
tional to to the formation of CT/HCT nodes. Our technique
benefice the network by making these nodes as sleep nodes.
When any of the sleep node becomes boundary node to repair
the coverage hole, it is awaken.
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Fig. 10. Combined effect of sensing range and deployed nodes on CT/HCT
nodes
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Fig. 11. Combined effect of sensing range and deployed nodes on overlapping
nodes

Fig. 12 shows that coverage volume grows exponentially
with increase in node density. As dense node deployment leads
to relatively high overlapping volume which means that more
volume is covered and the chances of coverage hole are thus
minimized as for as initial phases of the network operations
are considered.

From fig. 13, it is evident that network lifetime of SHORT
is 59% more than EEDBR and 145% more than DBR. The
possible reasons are: SHORT conserves energy via pick a
back technique, SHORT saves energy by using multiple power
transmission levels SHORT sleeps CT/HCT nodes which are
redundant in the initial phase of the network operation. The
initial nodes of SHORT die early, the reason is that initially
due to few sleep nodes, less number of nodes participate in the
network operation, therefore, forwarding load on few nodes
increases. However, it does not affect the network lifetime
as sleep nodes replace the dead nodes. In addition to the
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above mentioned reasons, nodes in DBR and EEDBR actively
participate in the network operations that lead to high energy
consumption. Especially, in case of DBR, as it is not energy
aware most of the nodes die during initial phase of the network
operation.

Fig. 14 shows that throughput of SHORT is higher than its
competitor protocols. Main reason behind higher throughput is
nodes’ longer lifetime. Sleep nodes take over the responsibility
of forwarding data packet as any of the boundary node dies.
Therefore, more nodes send data packets for longer period of
network lifetime.

End to end delay of SHORT is higher than the competitor
techniques as shown in Fig. 15. The basic reason behind higher
end to end delay is processing time for removing coverage
hole. As our hole repair algorithm is distributed therefore,
all nodes involve in the coverage hole repair process which
consumes time and ultimately affects packet delivery time.
The cost of end to end delay is paid to achieve the benefits of
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Fig. 14. Packets reception rate at sink
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network connectivity, throughput and energy conservation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Energy hole and coverage hole are among the issues that
degrade performance of UWSNs in terms of network lifetime
and throughput. The former is created due to unbalanced
or extra energy consumption of nodes in the network. The
later one may arise due to energy hole, regular death of
a node or random deployment of nodes. In our work, we
addressed these issues in depth based routing techniques;
DBR and EEDBR. We identified the processes in the protocol
operation where most of the energy is consumed (for example,
in KSP and static transmission power level). To solve these
problems, we introduced a technique which reduces energy
consumption in KSP and we also used different transmission
power levels. These improvements significantly enhanced the
network lifetime and throughput. We addressed the coverage
hole issue by introducing hole repair technique. This technique
first finds redundant coverage overlapping of nodes around the
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coverage hole, and then repairs this hole by moving nodes
covering redundant volume. However, movement of a node
is restricted to overcome the creation of new coverage hole.
Finally, we validated improved performance of our work in
terms of the selected performance metrics through comparative
simulations.

The energy hole detection and avoidance problem becomes
more interesting if the nodes are not anchored. However, this
requires a lot of extra work and we have future plans of doing
so. Moreover, real time experimental test bed development for
both static and mobile UWSNs is under consideration.
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